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the V30, I’d like to see an on-screen keyboard option for entering e-mail
addresses, web addresses, etc. like the Galaxy S8 does. And don’t forget

the obvious need for the presence of a headphone jack. Beyond the
Display The V30 lacks a unique stylistic feature that really separates it

from the rest of the Android crowd. There’s no option to replace the
display with a backlit acrylic panel, which I actually kind of miss from the
Galaxy Note 7. But there are other unique options: the V30 is the first to
ship with Samsung Pay and the first to come with fast charging support.
The Galaxy S8 is the first to feature the “infinity display” technology that
the Note 8 will likely use, but I don’t think anyone expects the Note 8 to
reach screen-on-screen pixel density of 622 ppi — that’s about 3x times

the pixels per inch (ppi) of the V30. However, the V30 actually features an
AMOLED screen that’s a little brighter and a little sharper than the S8, so I
don’t think that’s too much of a downgrade. Finally, the V30 offers a great
option for power users: you can toggle on and off the Galaxy S8’s virtual

navigation keys to switch to an Android navigation mode. If you’re a
power user who uses Action Memo or Memo Pad, it’s a feature you’ll

want. This software upgrade will be available for the V30
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